A new method that uses nonlinear elastic wave generation to produce a continuous wave (cw) phase measurement from which dimensions or velocities of a body can be obtained is described. Like the technique of standing wave resonance for obtaining sound velocities, this method takes advantage of the high accuracy characteristic of frequency measurements. In the experiment, two intersecting, high-frequency primary signalsf, andf• are mixed inside a sample, creating a directional beam at the difference frequency Af=f• --f2. An externally generated, low-pass-filtered Afsignal is electronically mixed with the signal obtained from the sample. As either primary frequency is swept, the dc component from the mixer varies between relative maximum and minimum values at characteristic frequency intervals depending on the phase differences. The resulting interference signal can be used to calculate the distance from the mixing volume in the sample to the detector and to the two primary signal transmitters, providing that a single characteristic distance and wave velocities are known. The reverse experiment is determining velocities from known dimensions.
INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear
elastic wave interactions can be used in unique ways to obtain physical properties of materials. The study of nonlinear acoustics shares general analogies with nonlinear optics or with nonlinear devices in electronics in that a variety of frequency shifting and interference effects become possible. Thus an early interest in underwater acoustics' was in beating collinear, high-frequency beams to produce a collimated beam at the lower, and less attenuated, difference frequency. We have similar goals of developing a difference frequency signal source for use in the earth and of understanding physical properties of earth materials, although the methods given here could be applied to any solid. This work on nonlinear elasticity differs from previous efforts in two ways. First, this paper shows how elastic waves generated within a material-can be made to interfere and then be mixed with an externally generated signal to precisely determine elastic properties of a solid. Second, the samples are rocks, which are fractured rather than intact materials.
Rocks, like many ceramics, contain a fine network of microfractures; as these cracks close with applied stress, there are large changes in elastic moduli. 2 The change in a modulus M with pressure P, dM/dP, can be nearly two orders of magnitude larger in rocks than in an uncracked material such as a liquid or crystal. Nonlinear conversion efficiency from primary to difference frequency beams increases with dM/dP and is higher than within uncracked materials (on the order of a percent '•). However, the enhanced nonlinear conversion is partially diminished by the larger elastic wave attenuation generally characteristic of rocks.
Mixing of high-strain-amplitude primary waves • and f• in a manner that produces a difference frequency beam results from conservation of energy and momentum, and is described by selection rules derived from nonlinear elastic wave theory. 3'4 In the case of intersecting primary beams, There are two interaction cases that produce a difference frequency in the case of intersecting (noncollinear) primary signals, as described by the selection rules? '4 Two compressional waves can interact to produce a shear wave polarized in the plane created by the primary wave vectors.
Alternatively, a shear wave, also polarized in the plane formed by the wave vectors, and a compressional wave can interact to create another compressional wave. We will treat the former case. This paper discusses a continuous wave (cw) method using the nonlinearly generated beam by measuring the phase of the received signal. In the cw method, data are colleered over the entire duration of an experiment, as opposed to pulsed-mode techniques where signals are present only for brief time intervals. The higher duty cycle of the cw method produces equivalent information in a shorter period of time. The cw method is applied to determining wave propagation distances because determining distances in a rock body is a basic problem in underground imaging. An equivalent problem, which is the usual laboratory one, is obtaining wave 
I. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS
As previously noted, two significant problems related to signal-to-noise ratio arise when measuring transit time using pulsed-mode methods. These are: ( 1 ) In the case of intersecting signals where a difference frequency created by nonlinear mixing is to be measured, the detected signal is complicated in that it is composed of the superposition of primary signals and the difference frequency signal that all overlap in time; and (2) the signal-to-noise ratio of the difference frequency signal is diminished because of the combined effects from low conversion efficiency, elastic wave attenuation, and broadband electronics. Little or nothing can be done to eliminate the problem of signals overlapping in time at the detector, nor to diminish the effects of attenuation. Within the limits imposed by the electronics, conversion efficiency can be improved somewhat by increasing the voltage applied to the primary signalsf• andf, up to a maximum where acoustic saturation takes place. 7 Signal-to-noise ratio can be improved somewhat by signal averaging. How-ever, the necessarily low duty cycle of pulsed measurements (typically < 0.1%) is inefficient: much of the measurement time consists of waiting, and only briefly is there is a signal present. Increasing the repetition rate and thus the duty cycle is often limited by reverberations within the sample and by the transducers and electronics. Furthermore, obtaining an accurate arrival time requires accurate timing, which in turn requires wideband electronics; using wideband electronics generally decreases signal-to-noise ratio. Limiting bandwidth with band-pass filters only reduces timing accuracy.
Continuous wave phase measurements can provide improved signal-to-noise ratio and decreased data collection time as compared to pulsed-mode measurements. In the linear case of a single source exciting resonant mode standing waves in a sample of know physical dimensions, velocity is calculated from the frequency interval •Sfbetween observed adjacent resonant peak amplitudes as frequency is swept from one peak to the next. The interval •Sfis equivalent to a phase shift, which in turn can be related to transit time and path length. Using cw phase measurements provides a significant increase in signal-to-noise ratio for the same real time because the duty cycle is increased to 100%, effectively increasing N, the number of signals summed and averaged. Furthermore, measuring frequency rather than time permits narrow bandwidth detection, which allows selective bandpass filtering to enhance signal-to-noise ratio in addition to providing the inherent high accuracy afforded by frequency generation.
We have developed a method analogous to the singlesource-generated standing waves. In this more general scheme, we obtain wave propagation lengths by measuring the phase difference between the nonlinearly derived difference frequency wave produced in a rock sample and an electronically derived difference frequency obtained by multiplicative mixing of the primary signals. After propagation to the detector, the signal is low-pass filtered to reduce the two primary frequencies and the sum frequency, leaving
Pa(t) = R(P•P?2)cos[ (ro• -•2)t --kL -k•L• + k2L2] , (2)
where R includes effects of attenuation, spreading, and scat- Substitution of6f• = 13.3 kHz and 6f• = 13.6 kHz into (7),(8), and (9) together with the necessary velocities, angles, and L 3 from Table I , yields the distances of propagation from the sources to the center of ttie mixing region and from the mixing region to the detector. Here, L j,L2, and L were calculated to be 93,89, and 74 ram, respectively. These values are within 2.2% of the measured lengths (Table I) It is seen that propagation distances into and away from the center of the mixing region determined by the cw phase method can be calculated to within a few percent. This accuracy is remarkably good when it is considered that the driver transducers are 25 mm in diameter and the interaction volume has even greater length and width. The measurement depends on distance of separation between primary transducers, interaction angles between the primary signals and the difference frequency signal, and on the phase difference between the electronically mixed difference frequency signal and the physically mixed difference frequency signal. The distance between the centers of the primary transducers can be readily measured directly from the rock sample to within 2 ram, about 2% of the distance. The angle between transducers is fixed arbitrarily by the test configuration and depends on how accurately the transducers are placed. This error is less than 0.5 ø . In addition, the large signal-to-noise ratio resulting from the cw mode measurement allows us to measure the frequency intervals to within 100 Hz.
As mentioned earlier, rocks are elastically anisotropic, and in this specimen, sound velocities in different directions differ by a total of 6%-7%. Effects of anisotropy could include leakage into different modes and possible beam broadening. An example of mode leakage might be a primary shear-wave beam oriented off a principal axis, producing shear-wave splitting. This could result in diminished primary and difference frequency wave amplitudes. Although broadened primary beams have a large interaction volume, hence higher intensities at the difference frequency, the general consequence is expected to be a broadened difference frequency signal and a slight degradation of accuracy in angle measurements. Furthermore, the broadened difference frequency signal may slightly decrease the expected signalto-noise ratio predicted for a more directed beam.
The 
